Helpful Apps
MyHomework

This free app enables you to monitor your class
schedules and manages your assignments for all your
lessons. You may also input if you have a test coming
or if homework is due (icslearn).

Evernote

This is user-friendly, allowing students to take notes,
take photos and record videos to help them
remember all sorts of things. Evernote lets you tag
your notes, making them easy to search and readily
available for recall (icslearn).
This is best used for storing assignments, essay drafts,
photos, videos, etc. in a secure and protected location.
In line with that, Dropbox uses an online storage
system, and that means all your files are safe from any
untimely computer breakdowns (icslearn).

Dropbox

Wolfram Alpha

Wolfram Alpha allows you to input any maths
question and it’ll find the correct answer along with
the formula for how it solves it. This is great as it
allows you not only to check that your answer is
correct but that your working is too. Wolfram Alpha
allows users to find the answers to problems for
various other subjects including physics and music
(icslearn).

Scanner Pro

This studying app allows you to scan documents
quickly and then add them to cloud storage providers
such as Google Drive and Dropbox, or to your camera
roll. It is also able to find existing documents that you
have previously photographed and convert them into
PDFs (icslearn).

RefMe

RefME is a referencing app, enabling students to
create bibliographies, citations, and references
instantly by copying and pasting URLs. It supports
popular programs like Evernote so that you can export
and import your work with your other devices
(icslearn).

Brainscape

Flashcards are a staple of studying. This app takes
the pain out of making them by serving them up on
a touchscreen (Times).

Unstuck

According to the website, Unstuck is “an in-themoment digital coach that’s ready every time we’re
feeling stuck.” It asks you a series of questions which
helps you become motivated…and, at least for high
school students, prevent procrastination (magoosh).

Google
Expeditions

Expeditions offers a series of virtual reality (VR) field
trips that teachers can use to supplement learning.
Each expedition is made up of various scenes that
include 360-degree panoramas and 3D images
(commonsense).

Stop, Breathe &
Think: Meditate

The app helps kids and teens feel confident and able
to tackle anything that comes their way. The
experience starts and ends with how you feel as
personalised short activities are introduced that are
easy to build into your day (Tutorful).

Curiosity

The Curiosity app is the best way to get smarter about
your world: Enjoy short-form, easy-to-read articles
that will inspire you. Watch smart videos from the best
hand-picked, educational content creators (Tutorful).

Dualingo

Learn up to 23 new languages with fun quizzes and
easy lessons. Each lesson includes a variety of
speaking, listening, translation, and multiple choice
challenges (Dualingo).

Left Vs. Right
Brain Training

Exercise your grey matter every day with Left vs Right!
The games are designed to test your awareness,
adaptability, reflex, reasoning, precision, and patience
(Tutorful).

My Passwords

This password manager application will help you to
store all your passwords easily and safely using
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES-256). The only
thing you have to do is to remember a master
password which is used as encryption key (My
Passwords).

Mindly

Mindly helps to organize your inner universe. Give a
structure to your thoughts, capture ideas, plan a
speech, and take notes. It is up to you (Mindly).

Habit Tracker

Measure and track anything and everything. Follow
your own schedule and track your own goals. Get
notified whenever you need to do something
important (Habit Tracker).

Daylio

Pick your mood and add activities you have been
doing during the day. You can also add notes and
keep an old school diary. Daylio is collecting recorded
moods and activities in the statistics and calendar. This
format will help you to understand your habits better.
Keep track of your activities and create patterns to
become more productive (Daylio)!

TED

Explore more than 2,000 TED Talks from remarkable
people, by topic and mood, from tech and science to
the surprises of your own psychology (TED).

Life Hacks

Open up to a world of infinite hacks to reduce
frustration in everyday life tasks, realizing that these
simple tips can bring up a smile, and make dull jobs
interesting (Life Hacks).

Big Talk

"BIG TALK is about skipping the small talk to make
meaningful connections" Inspired by the TED talk
"How To Skip the Small Talk and Connect With
Anyone" by Kalina Silverman (Big Talk).

